Join Us!

Segal Family Foundation and Focus for Health are sister foundations that support social impact organizations by shifting power and resources to impact leaders through grantmaking and community building. In these joint town hall events, we’ll unpack topics that affect community leaders across both of our contexts in Sub-Saharan Africa and the United States.

Join us for our first conversation on the importance of funding organizations helmed by leaders from the communities and countries they seek to serve. We’ll confront some of the biases and barriers that keep resources from flowing to important work. Tune in for advice for impact leaders on how to communicate this value to funders, and for funders interested in how to continually improve their own accountability.
March 24th @ 2 pm EST

**Facilitated by Genesis Be**
*People Not Things*

**Featuring:**
- Soffiyah Elijah, *Alliance of Families for Justice*
- Nicole Hanson-Mundell, *Out for Justice*
- Dr. Sydney McKinney, *National Black Women’s Justice Institute*

[Learn More](#)  [Register](#)

---

**In Case You Missed It...**

**Facilitated by Ta’Rhonda Jones (Empire) and Black Village Foundation**

**Featuring:**
- Sevonna Brown & Farah Tanis, *Black Women’s Blueprint*
- Chloe McKenzie, *BlackFem*
- Raioni Madison-Jones, *3D Girls*
What We're Writing About...

HEALTH DISPARITY

FFH's February Fail: The NFL

The NFL earns over $10 billion a year. They can afford to take care of the players they deceived, dismissed, and forgot after the final down. ... →

News from Our Sister Organization:

Segal Family Foundation
Global Philanthropy Needs its own Black Lives Matter Reckoning

"Worldwide, more than 99% of humanitarian and philanthropic funding goes to predominantly white-led international NGOs. Despite Africa’s growing and dynamic social sector, only 5.2% of U.S. foundation giving to Africa goes to African-led organisations..."

Read the entire op-ed by Segal Family Foundation and the African Visionary Fund in The Guardian.

Miss a newsletter? Check out our past newsletters here...